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Abstract

Mr. Kevin Grigg, a student engineer at the University ofMinnesota, was selected by the Minnesota
Technical Assistance Program (MnTAP) to participate in a water conservation technical internship at
Tiro Industries, LLC.

The Fridley Minnesota company was earlier notified by the Metropolitan Council Environmental
Services (MCES) that the company may be subject to a Service Availability Charge (SAC), if Tiro
Industries does not reduce its average daily water usage to 84,940 gallons by April 2004. Without
reductions in water use, the Metropolitan Council may access a one-time maximum SAC charge of
up to $250,000 as part of the company’s upcoming industrial discharge permit renewal in 2005.

A water audit of the facility accounted for an estimated 85% ofdaily water use. Primary water use
includes water used in product (15%) and water used for cleaning purposes (43%). Because cleaning
processes consume the largest overall proportion of water at the facility, cleaning processes were
therefore identified as the primary source for water reduction. Targeted cleaning processes include
the drum and pail rinsing area, tote-washing area, mixing tank cleaning and the product fill lines.

Summary recommendations are as follows.

Waste Reduction Waste Raw Material Cost Savings Payback Staths
Option Reduced Saved Period

Replace worn out pit 7,100 gpd 7,100 gpd $33,000/SAC Immediate Implemented
cleaning nozzles -$34400/annually ~.

Timer reduction in pit $18,100/SAC Imipecijate Implemented
3,900 gpd 3,900 ~d $18,300/annually ,~j

cleaning
Elin~inate Metal Drum - - $16,600/annually Immediate Implemented
Label Removal Step

Replacement of Spray $1 5,400/SAC
Immediate RecommendedBalls with D26948 3,300 gpd 3,300 ~d $7500/annually

Nozzle
Update Tank 2,700 gpd 2,700 gpd $12,500/SAC Immediate Recommended

SOPs/C1P Timers
Utilization of Tank $7,900/SAC Immediate Recommended

1,700 gpd 1,700 gpd $1,600/annuallyCooling Jackets
Fix Leaking Tank Recommended

l8OgalJhr l8Ogal/hr - -Jackets
Vacuum Pump Partial 38 gal/hr 38 gal/hr - 1327 hrs Recommended

Recycle
Continue Awareness - - - - Recommended

~ Program

Through implementing the above action items and through improved water conservation awareness,
Tiro Industries may avoid future costly SAC charges while improving upon its overall efficiency.

)

Total Savings 18,700+ gpd 18,700+ $86,900+/SAC
gpd $78,400+/annually





Section 1 - Background

Tiro Industries, LLC
560lEastRiverRd
Vridlley, 1VIN 55432-6198
Phone: (763) 572-2999
Fax: (763) 572-2940
SIC 2844 — Perfumes, Cosmetics, and Other Toilet Preparations

Tiro Industries, LLC is a contract manufacturer of hair and personal care products with a
technical service group whom develops a large percentage of its clients’ products. Located in
Fridley, M esota, Tiro Industries’ 450,000 square foot facility prOduces hundreds of types of
shampoos, conditioners, hairsprays, lotions~, hair pomades, hair gels, hair waxes and cleaning
products with distribution throughout the world. By manufacturing an extensive range of
products and by utilizing its extensive manufacturing capabilities, the company demonstrates
exceptional flexibility in product development and in its production and filling operations.

Tiro has approximately 400 employees ofwhich 341 are currently full-time employees. They
utilize over 100 different mixing tanks ranging in size from 5 gallons to 9,800 gallons in size.
Normal operations include compounding, filling, packaging and shipment of manufactured
products. Tiro has capacity for liquid fill operations for manuft~cturing shampoos and
conditioners, hot fills operations for manufacturing waxes and pomades, and aerosol operatiOns
for manufacturing pressurized products such as hair sprays, as well as non-aerosol hair sprays
and lotions.

Tiro has several client service options. Clients may request that Tiro fully develop new products
for sale through Tiro’s product development and product safety programs all the way through
product shipment. Alternatively, Tiro using client provided formula specifications is able to
flillymanufacture client-owned products. In all, ‘Tiro is fully capable of meeting nearly all client
requests through its stalf expertise and inventory of thousands Of raw materials chemicals that
are maintained on-site. V V V V~V. VV V V

Tiro Industries; also operates a pilot lab that few industry competitors pOssess. This laboratory
utilizes small exact replicas of the larger tanks thaj the cOmpany uses to simulate large V

production runs allowing scale-down testing prior to large-scale production. V V

The Metropolitan Council of Environmental Services (MCES) has recently notified Tiro and has
suggested that the company reduce its water consumption in order that a MCES Service
Availability Charges (SAC) is not imposed when Tiro Industries’ industrial wastewáter
discharge permit is renewed in 2005 V.VV V, V V V V VV V V

The Metropolitan COuncil is responsible for nine Twin Cities area waste treatment facilities. V V V

SAC is assessed to companies who discharge wastewVater at levels greater than levels that were
established at the time of a facility’s initial building construction. SAC revenues are uses by the
MCES for capital projects such as building new wastewater treatment facilities.



SAC fees are based upon the quantity of wastewater discharged from the facility, and are
calculated upon the average daily wastewater effluent. MCES evaIuat~on of Tiro’s potential
SAC fees will be completed during the first quarter of 2004, by comparing the, number of
working days to the quantity ofwastewater effluent discharged per operating day.

The Metropolitan Council only assesses charges based on the amount of wastewater entering the
sanitary sewer. Non-sewered water uses such as lawn spriniders, water-used-in-product, and
cooling water lost to evaporation maybe calculilted as.non-sewerablc water and therefore are not
subject to SAC, Tiro’s most recent wastewater report to the MCES in January 2003 indicated
that on average 111,000 gallons ofwastewater was released..to the sanitary sewer per day during
the third and fourth quarters of2002. This is above thefacility’s current allowable SAC value of,
84,940 gallons allowed.sewered per operating day. The company.bas set.their goal to be below
their current allowable value. If the company can demonstrate that their effluent may
consistently rerna~n below 84~940 gallons per day, additional SAC. fees will not be assessed.

Initial Efforts.....

Tiro Industries began a water awareness program after being .notified.by the MCES of the SAC
fee Directed by Mr Scotty Andrews, this program has reduced Tiro Industnes’ average sewer
effluent volume from 1 12,000 gpd in February to,an Augustusage. level of 91,000. gpd [A4].

The aforementioned reduction of 21,000 gpd is a direct result of thç efforts by Mr Andrews A
water task force was organized consisting of employees ~om different areas of the plant as well
as from different shifts. This group would meet periodically to get updates on efforts to conserve
water and discuss differ~nt.ideas fOr water conservation. The shift leaders would also monitor
their departments water use, looking for wasted water. They made their staff aware of the
problem and madeit a personal issue for their department employees.. . . .

In addition, Mr Andrews explained the water issue at two of Tiro Industries’ monthly company
meetings. This discu~sionemphasizcd that everybody.needs to cut. down their water use in order.
to reduce water consumption and eliminate potential SAC fees. “ .

Additionally, maintenance. of the pipes and fixing of leaks was increased. ‘The maintenance’.;
department has always kept up with leaks around the facility. Increased awareness led to more
being identified for repair. , .. .. .. .‘ , . . . ,,.

Water Audit . . , .

A water audit was done on the facility to confirm the previous water use assumptions, including
that the cleaning processes used a large proportion of overall daily water use. The audit
confirmed this assumption and verified quantify of water used among production and non-
production functions. . With a quantification ofwater, use completed, it was discovered that
cleaning processes were identified as the source, of highest use and, therefore became the, focus”
point for this project. .• ‘ ‘

)
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As part of the awareness program; Scotty Andrews identified various water meters that .wou1d~
prove usethi to better monitor. water use. There are fourteen water meters located throughout the
facility, along with a meter attached to a water softener near the DBC area.

Not all the meters were used in the water audit: This is because some metered readings .had been
accounted through other meter readings. For example, the de-ionized water. systems had meters
that were being monitOred. These metered quantities. were already included within the audit
though water-used-in-product calculations, and .therefore care was needed not to duplicate these
metered values.. . . . . . . ..

There were 9 of the 15 meters that were found to have known uses and were not already~
accounted for elsewhere. The remaining six meters (two ofwhich are main meters reading
overall incoming water) were monitored daily to track any abnormal water uses. This helped
identify leaks and running faucets to a areas within the facility. The location and. a description of
the nine traceable meters is given below::~ . . :. .

• Mezzanine — this meter, located in the mezzanine across from the pilot lab, monitors the
amount of hot city water provided to the facility

• East Soft — this meter, located in the D]3C area, monitors the amount of cgld soft water
produced by.the water softener found here

• Comfort 1. & 2— these two meters, located in the boiler room, monitor the amount of cooling~
water evaporated by two ofTiro’s cooling towers. .. .

• Process 1 & 2 —these two meters, located in the chiller roOm, mOnitOr the amOunt Ofcooling

water evap.orated by the.other two cooling towers .

• North Sprinkler — this meter, located nearthe boiler in the boiler room, monitors the amount
of sprinider use on the north side of the building~

• South Spnnlder — this meter, located just outside the south entrance, momtors the amount of
sprinkler use on the south side of the building

• Boiler — this meter, located on the bOiler in.the boiler room, monitors tbe.amount of rnak~-up.
water added to the boiler

The other five meters not included in the water balance are described below:

• West Main — this meter, located behind the company store,. in combination with the East~’
Main monitors the amount of incoming city water

• East Main — this meter, located near parcel post, m combination with the West Main
monitors the amount of mcommg city water

• Shipping & Receiving — this meter, located against the wall in rne-weigh, monitOrs the
amount of domestic water used by the shipping and receiving departments

• System A DI— this meter, located on the ozonated de-ionized water system in compounding,
monitors the amount ofDI water produced by this system

• System B DI— this meter, located on the de-iomzed water system in compounding, monitors
the amount ofDI water produced by this system. .. ., ..

• System A DI — the meter, located behind the DBC area, monitors the amount ofDI water
produced by this system

3



Besides the nine-metered sources included in the water audit, there are three other. known: areas
ofwater use. The first is the amount of water that is used within product. The company can
track this usage daily through a program run by. Steve Johnson .

The second is the domestic use. This is calculated by using an MCES formula that estimates
each fill-time employee routinely uses on average 20 gallonsof water per day... The last non-
metered use is from the East. Soft water meter. Just before the softener, the East Main line splits
into two.streams. One stream goes through the softener and the other into the System C DI water
unit. The combination of the DI water used and the amount of soft water produced should total.
the amount fed by the East Main. This was not found to be true because every time the softener
regenerates, which occurs every 30,000 gallons or almost daily, water is lost to the drain.

The combination of the nine-rnetered.sources and the three.non-metered. sources combines to
give the total amount ofwater that can be tracked without installing additional metering. Some.~
of the unidentified water use is from a smaller softener’s regeneration cycle and some non-
metered cleaning water. The results of the water audit are displayed in Table 1 below:

Table 1 — Water Audit on Tiro Industries .

)

Average
Source. . . Amount Used
[metered] [gal/day] Percent
East Soft .

(Cleaning) 24,600 27%
Mezzanine ..

(Cleaning) 15,000 16%
Comfort Cooling
Tower 1 2,600 3%
Comfort Cooling
Tower 2 2,400 3%
Process Cooling . .

Tower 1 240 0%
Process Cooling .

Tower 2 1,000 1%
North Sprinkler .. 4,500 5%
South Sprinkler 700 1%
Boiler Make-up 780 1%

. .. Average~
Source .~ Amount Used
[non-metered] [gal/day] Percent

Product~ . 14,200 . 15%

Domestic 7,000 8%
Softener.
Regeneration 4,000 4%

It is easily seen that the combmation of the East Soft and Mezzamne meters add up to 43% of the
company’s daily use This confirms that the largest amount ofwater use is cleaning The East
Soft meter measures the amount of cold soft water produced for the facility, while the
Mezzamne’s hot water heater produces the hot non-softened water for the facthty The cold soft
water is heated as it is used in heat exchangers as cooling water before eventually being used in
cleaning.

IMay-July Daily.Avg. . I . 92,500 I
IPercent Aectounted For[ - . . 84% I
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) After discovering that cleaning is the principal project focus, the total amount of water used for
cleaning was further identified. Tim Industries utilizes four primary areas of cleaning~- pails and
drums, totes, mixing and holding tanks and filling lines. This is displayed in Figure 1 below:

Figure 1 Tiro’s Water Use

Domestic [8%]
7,000 gpd

Water Audit
Daily Use: 92,500 gal
Known Uses: 85%

Each of the four cleaning areas was evaluated following identification. After targeting an area, it
was investigated to discover how the process operated and why. Data was gathered including
any device flow rates, currently practiced cleaning times, equipment models, and any other

) information that may prove useful Once this was completed, these areas were further
researched. As another MIiTAP intern stated, “make yourself an expert”. Information on how.
other companies accomplished the same tasks or how Tiro accomplished the same task in the
past was therefore examined. The information found was discussed with people who are
involved andlor knowledgeable about the process. If a change was found to be both feasible and
cost effective, a proposal for implementation was written and submitted

Cleaning [ 43%]
39,800 gad

Dnuns&Palls3O~
13,000 gad

—, 4~Totes t~
3,200 gad

Tanks
16,700 gad

Filling Lines

L 3,600 gad
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Section 2 Drum & Pail Cleaning

Drum and pail cleaning area were identified to use 12,000 gallons per day This accounts for
13% of Tiro’s daily water use and 30% of the cleaning water.

The drum and pail cleaning area, commonly referred to as “the pit”, was the first area to be
evaluated Tins area consists of two bays containing three nozzles The devices stick out of the
floor, and the contamer is placed upside down on top of the sprayer An adjustable timer is
started, and the container is sprayed out with the water washing down out into the grated drain
This area is shown in Figure 2 below:

Figure 2 - Pail & Drum Washing Area

// //
nozzles nozzle

__ /

Cleaning performed within this area was then studied The flow rates of the nozzles were first
determined [A5] These nozzle’s flow rates depend on the delivered water pressure A higher
pressure produces more flow in combination with more impact. The line pressure at Tiro is that
of the incoming city water at 60 psi. This pressure drops as it is delivered throughout the plant
and typically falls to 40 psi when it reaches the floor. At this pressure, this style of drum
washing nozzle should deliver 13.5 gallons per minute (gpm).

The stations are also fitted with adjustable timers These are turned on by pushing a button and
can be stopped at anytime. The timers are adjustable to 1, 2, 3, or 5 minutes. There is nothing in
place to limit changing the time. They are sometimes run to the fill timer setting but are usually
stopped before the cycle finishes.
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Nozzles

The flow rates of the three nozzles were taken. It was expected that they would be flowing at
flow rates near 13.5 gpm if operating correctly; This- was referenced from the manuals for this
model of nozzle. The flow rates depend on the model, and the pressure they operate. at. Because.
the pressure on the floor of the plant in typically 40 psi, this was the pressure used to reference
the manuals for flows. V

The flow rates found for the three nozzles are given below. Only one of the nóizles was
operating as expected After a closer examination, it could be seen that the two devices
operating at ‘a higher flow rate were worn and missing parts. This led to the recommendation to
replace the two worn nozzles. V. V . V

Table 2— Pail & Drum Washing Nozzle Flow Rates [A5j V V

V •. V Flow Rate

Nozzle V [gpm]
Left V V VV V V 1352
Center V V 21.27
Right V V V 21.8

There were two options for replacement. The first was to replace the two worn nozzles with the V

same models-- just newer. These would have the same flow rate as the left pit nozzle. The V

second was to replace them with 15498 Keg Washing Nozzles. These devices, supplied by
Spraying Systems, Company, operate in the same manner as the old nozzles. The only
differences are that their spray is effective for only 2 feet mstead of 3 feet and they operate at a
lower flow rate This option was discussed with Izya Krampf, the supervisor of the
compounding cleamng crew, and a new setup was designed

The left station would contain two of the 15498 Keg Washing Nozzles. This side would be used
strictly for pail cleamng The lower flow rate of five gpm, these keg-washing nozzles have to
offer would reduce the water use without changmg the cleamng procedures The right station
(see Figure 2), would contain the old “left” nozzle operating at 13 52 gpm This would be used
strictly for drum nnsing

The estimated savings from using the new setup was calculated to be 4,500 gpd [A5J. If
implemented, this change would reduce the company’s SAC fees, while saving additional costs
from purchasing and heating unnecessary water The devices were bought and installed on
August 12, 2003 The results have shown that the reduction amounts to an estimated 7,100 gpd
The nozzles have proven effective in cleaning and required only 45 minutes to install: ..

The cost to implement this option was minimal. It took about 45 minutes to setup the new keg
washing nozzles with the necessary pipmg Each of the nozzles was purchased for $583 03 per
item for a total cost of $1166 06 [A4j The nozzles were purchased in stainless steel models
This will keep them from corrodmg quickly The simple construction and bemg built in stainless

) steel will keep them from being replaced frequently The previous models were installed before

V Tiro moved into the facilit~r two years Vago. V VVV V
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The area uses hot water to clean their pails and drums. Any of the water saved will reduce the
impending SAC charge and will help save in water heating costs.,. Because the SAC fees are .

substantial, the ‘payback for this option is i~ediate.~’ ~The summary of the savings from
installing these new nozzles is shown below: , . ‘ . . ‘ -

Table 3 — Cost Analysis ofPit Nozzle Replacement [A5J: ‘.

Waste Reduction Waste Reduced SAC Water Savings , Water Heating
Option . [gpdj . ‘ Savings [annually] Savings.[annually] Status.

Installation of , : , , ‘ :

two 15498 Keg 7,100 $33,000 $6,800 $26,600 Implemented
Washing Nozzles

As demonstrated in Table 3, the new setup produced a significant decrease in water use. The
results of any implementations to the pit area, can be’ monitored through the Mezzanine meter,
because it measures hot city water use. Although thi~ has only been monitored for eleven days,
the water coming from the Mezzanine area has’ not bëên,.~this low since before March. By
referring to the appendix, it can also be seen that,the amount of drums and pails cleaned on a
daily basis has not been reduced. This indicates that the reduction is from the new setup and not
from a. decrease in cleaning volume. . ‘a:”’

Timers

The cleaners were observed to determine how long it was taking them to clean a pail or drum
With this information, the process could be evaluated to discover if the cleaners were using the
best possible times to clean the containers If the time could be reduced, making the process
more efficient, the water use would also be reduced.

The timers can be set to limit the amount of time spent per container, but can also easily be
adjusted The timers allow for the water to be started and stopped anytime The cleaners can
start the timer, and if the drum or pail is easily cleaned they can stop the water before the timer
expires. Although some operators do this, most let the timer run its fill cycle. If upper limits for
these timers were set they would limit the amount of water used in each container.

By observing the cleaners during their regular routine and recording the cleaning times per
contamer, the current typical time to clean a drum and pail was determined The smaller
containers were being washed on the nozzles for 2 13 minutes [A31 Even with the new nozzles
installed, this was 10 5 gallons to clean a 5-gallon pail’ The drums were taking 3 06 minutes and
using 41.6 gallons for each container. ‘ . ‘ .

A test [A3] was setup through Izya Krampf, to evaluate the most efficient times for cleaning a
drum or pail The containers were cleaned as usual, but were removed periodically to check if
they were clean When they were clean, the time was recorded It was found that the larger
containers such as drums should take no more than two minutes while the smaller containers
such as pails should have an upper limit of 1 nunute The results of the test are given below
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) Table 4— Drum & Pail Efficiency Test Results [A3J

Previous - Test Test

_________ Mçthod [s] Average {s] Range [s]

IPails 128 21.5 7.6 -87
IDrums 188 20.3 11.4~- 41.5

)

As can be seenin Table 4, the previously used procedure used a lOt more water than necessary.
The reduction in the amount of time allowed by these timers would reduce the water use due to a
more efficient cleaning procedure. .

The estimated savings by limiting these timers to two minutes for the right station and one
minute for the left station are 2,100 gpd [A5] By momtormg the Mezzanine meter, the actual
results show a 3,900 gpd drop smce the new timer program was loaded on August 22Ud

More information on efficient cleaning times was gathered for the pails than the drums, As
Table 4 shows, the optimum time found to clean a drum was found to be similar to that of a pail
This is reasonable considering the drum cleaning station is designed for a higher flow rate to
increase the effectiveness of the cycle. Therefore, the cycle should hot take much longer than it
does for a pail. Preliminarily, the suggestion was to limit the drums to 2 minutes, but after
further investigation it may be found that further time reductions can be made

The savings from implementing the timer limits are shown below in Table 5 The timers
required no rewinng because they are adjusted through the PLC This required Darrell Hartung
to upload a program into the PLC system. The timers will still have the switches on them, but
they can no longer be manually changed. If a container needs additional äleaning than the
limited amount, the timer can be reactivated for an additional cycle.

Table 5 — Cost Analysis for Limiting Drum & Pail Cleaning Tjmes [A3, A5J

LOfl Waste Reduced SAC Water Savings Water Heating
.~gpdJ Savings [annuallyJ~ Savings [annually] Status

Timer Limits ( 3,900 I $18,100 I $3,700 I $14~600 I Implemented!

The time to change the timers is negligible and had no Cost. The payback for this option is
immediate. As Table 5 shows, there are both the SAC savings and the hot water savings. The
SAC fees are a one-time charge while the hot water savings. will continue annually..

The change has not caused any problems m the cleamng cycle As mentioned before, the limit
for the drum cleaning could probably be lowered. The ease of controlling these limits by
adjusting the PLC program allows for the time limits to be easily lowered.
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Drum Labels

Tiro Industries currently requires the removal .of all drum labels from their drums before they are
rinsed. There are three ways that labels are currently removed. The first is by hand with a
scraper The second is by using excessive amounts ofhot water during nnsmg to heat the drum
allowing for easier label removal. The third means is to remove the labels by blasting them
using a water jet from a spray nozzle

After being washed and crushed, the metal drums are picked-up by American Iron Company.
This company then compresses and packages them~ The scrap metal bales are then sent to
a other company that i~eits and recycles the drums. After talking with a representative of
American Iron, it was found that the removal of the labels is an unnecessary step.

The labels do not need to be removed. American Iron assures the drums are destroyed. They
can even provide Tiro with a~ certificate of destruction for each drum. This certificate guarantees
the metal drums are being melted Because label removal is an unofficial Two policy to reduce
liability and not a requirement of American Iron, label removal may be eliminated.

Bemg the generator of the waste, Tiro is concerned with the liability surrounding industrial
waste Although this is a valid concern, consider a comment the Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency (MPCA) concerning the scenario of a mishandled or lost drum:

“The MPCA would look to the recycler to take care of the situation They were in
control of the waste and they would be considered the generator if the waste was
mismanaged under their control..~ In a slightly different scenario if the recycler
collected the drums and went bankrupt before they’co~ild recycle them the MPCA
look to the original drum users Wneeded..,It may be difficult to find out who is the
generator of the waste.”

The costs associated with removing these labels are seen below:

Table 6 — Costs of Label Removal’on 55 Gallon Metal Drums [A5J

Label Drums
Removal Cleaned Cleaner’s Labor Per Labor Per

[mm/drum] [avg./day] ‘Wage [$/hrj Day Year

5min33s 50 13.11 $60~55 $16,500

This practice can be eliminated at no cost and without increasing liability. Tiro can extend this
to their plastic barrels and fiber drums if they feel the receivers of them are established ènoügh to
handle any problems they generate themselves. It will decrease labor costs and help to. save
water The drums will still be triple rinsed as required by American Iron and is good practice

By eliminating the label removal step, the drums are still cleaned, crushed, and ready tO be
recycled, but all the while saving Tiro $16,500 annually with an immediate payback.

I
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Liners

The possibility of using liners for all the drums and ~pails toftirther reduce the water use in the pit
area was investigated. These liners would be plastic bags that the pre-weigh department would
insert into the container. The chemicals would then .be put into the lined container and
transported to its respective batch. After the chemicals have been uscd, the liner would be
removed and discarded as solid waste leaving, a dry, cleandrum or.pall left to be reused or
recycled.

This would reduce the water amount used by the pit area to almost nothing. The liners would
only cOntain residual chemicals and are suitable to discard without rinsing. The idea was
discussed with the employees in the pre-wëiglr department and compounders. The problem pre
weigh had with the idea was the size They said the drums would be too large to use a liner The
compounders would not be able to tip the drums while keeping the liner from fallmg into the
batches They were open to the possibility of using them in the pails

The pros and cons ofusmg pail imers are given below

Pros:
• Liners would reduce rinse water used to almost nothing
• Pails would have a longer lifecycle
• Decrease in labor used to clean the pails
• Reduction in the costs to buy the water

J • Reduction in the costs to heat the water

Cons:
• Pre-weigh and compounding agree the liners would be a hassle
• They have been tried before and were not found useful (too many fell in batches delaying

production while the plastic was filtered)
• Increase in solid waste
• Possibility of rupturing requiring pails to be rinsed anyway
• With the previously discussed options implemented, the area is already reduced to 600 gpd

so additional reductions would be small
• Although small, increased costs to purchase the liners

Because the water use has already been reduced to a low amount, the use of pail liners will not
have a large effect on the water use at Tiro, The increased cleanliness of the pails and increased
lifetime would be advantageous considering Tiro occasionally purchases pails. The increase in
hassle, small effects, and replacement ofwater waste with solid waste leads to a recommendation
that this avenue not be pursued as a feasible water reduction option.

Summary

The pit washing area was consuming much more water than was needed. The amount ofwater
used to clean a relatively small container ranged from one to nine times the quantity of the
container. To remove residual chemicals this was unnecessary.
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Four different ideas were investigated for this area. The first three were all found to be feasible
and have been implemented. .These,include the replacement of 2 worn nozzles along with a
different, setup, introduction of lower timer limits, ançl elimination of the metal 55-gallon drum
label removal. The idea investigated that is not recommended is the use of pail liners. Basically,
these were found unfeasible considering the effect the nozzles and timers had. Table 7
summarizes the savings resulting from the.changesrecommended inthe drum and pail cleaning.

Table 7— Cost Analysis Summary for Drum & Pail Rinsing [A3, A5]

: ~.. Wage
Waste Reduction Waste Reduced SAC. Water Savings . Water Heating Savings

Option, , [gpd] Savings [annually] Savings [annually] [annually]
Nozzle Replacement 7,100 $33~000 ‘$7,800 $26,600 ~ -

Timer Limits 3,900 $18,100 $3,700 $14,600 -

Label Removal - - - - $16,600
Net Savings 11,000 $51,100 $11,500 $41,200 $16,600

The total SAC savings are considerable and are one-time, savings. The annual costs from the
water, the heating costs, and labor costs will continue annually saving Tiro costs well into the
future The cost to implement these ideas was $1166 06 for two nozzles with a minimal amount
of labor to install them and a bnef amount of time writing and loading a new timing program
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Section 3 - Tote Cleaning

The tote cleaning areas use a combined total of 3,200 gal/day. Thisiccounts for 4% of Tiro’s
daily water use and 8% of the cleaning water:

There are several tote washing areas located throughout the compounding area. There is one
located between the large mixing tanks 5 and 604. This area is not commonly used because it
only has hot water available. The maifi tote cleaning area is located near the stairs leading to the
mezzanine for the 300 series tanks. . .

The main tote cleaning area has outletswith hot and cold water and a sanitizing line available;
The totes are wheeled to the area and placed so the outlet on the tote is near the floor drain. They.
are then propped up on one side to assist with drainage. This can be seen in Figure 3 below:

Figure 3 — Tote Diagram

/
After the tote is in place, the insides of the container are sprayed with a Strahmann hand nozzle.
This removes any solid materials from the walls of the tote. The cleaner will then insert a
drilled-hole spray ball into the top ofthe tote. Thi~ device delivers a 360° spray to the inside Of
the tOte. The materials are washed out the bottom outlet. Once the cycle is. finished, the tote is
checked for cleanliness by running a finger along the walls. When found to be clean, sanitizing
solution is then run through the spray ball to sanitize the tote. The spray ball is shown below in
Figure 4: .,

)

Figure 4— Drilled-Hole Spray Ball
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The flow rates of these drilled-bole spray balls were found to be 21 gpm [A51. ‘AS with the floor
nozzles in the pit area, the flows depend on the pressure of the water. These spray balls deliver a
solid stream ofwater out of the drilled holes that impact a. small, specific area. The wash down
water created after impact helps to remove more of the material.

Rotating .Spray Device

The flow rates of 21 gpm through the spray balls seemed excessive For the amount of water
used, the totes should have been cleaned much quicker than they were, Most of the products
being cleaned out at Tiro only need rinsing to remove them, with the exception of products such
as gels: With rinsing as opposed to washing, the issue is getting water on the soil rather than
giving itmore pressure. The options to replace the inefficient spray balls were examined.

The same company that provided the 15498 Keg Washing Nozzles for the pit area helped
evaluate the tote cleaning process. Doug Snyder, a representative from Spraying Systems Co.,
made a site visit to Tiro. After evaluating the tote cleaning area, he left Tiro with a rotating
spraying device to sample.

Tiro had experimented with another rotating device. The 21400A model tank washing nozzle is
fluidly driven rotating model that spins rapidly while throwing water against the sides of the
container. Talking with users of the device, it worked well for cleaning totes. The problem was
that it broke down within its first year of use. The ball bearings inside wore a line into the
device, and it would no longer rotate.

The device left with Tiro operates in a similar way to the 21400A model. It is fluidly driven
while providing a fan of spray that impacts the sides of the tank. This model, the D26984, is a
constant speed nozzle Unlike the 21400A model, its speed is controlled by a gear system within
the device. This slows the nozzle down so the spray is delivered in a constant fan throughout the
inside of the tote.

The rotating nozzles are inserted into the top of the tote as were the spray balls After running
for a period, the totes are checked and if clean are sanitized. The D26984 model is advantageous
because it offers a lower flow rate of 14 gpm in contrast to the 21 gpm delivered by the spray...
balls. It also provides the fan of spray instead of the, small direct impact delivered by the drilled-:
hole spray balls.

The sample device was tested on. several totes. In a test with two totes containing the same
conditioners, the sample device outperformed the spray ball. Both totes were cleaned using the
same procedure just exchanging the nozzles. Not only was the time of cleaning less using the
D26984 model, it operates at a lower flow rate. The results of the test are shown below:

Table 7— Tote Cleaning Test [A3]

Time
Drilled-Hole Spray Ball 3 mm 39 S

Rotating D26984 Device 2 mm 20 s
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As observed in Table 7, the rotating device proved more effective. It reduced the cleaning time
by over a minute~ This is a 31% reduction in the time used cleaning.a tote. Further. data was,
gathered by substituting the rotating nozzle for the spray ball and evaluating the time it took to
clean the tote, From observations during the cleaning of totes, Tiro’employees use on average 4
minutes 29 seconds to clean a tote with a spray ball. In contrast, tes~ts. show that it takes the
D26984 2 minutes 32 seconds to clean a tote.

On average, the new device out performed the spray balls by reducing the average tote cleaning
time by 1 minute 57 seconds. As mentioned earlier, it operates at 7 gprn less than the spray balls
giving additional water reduction. The totes tested were cleaned to the same level as done with
the spray balls so cleanliness of the container wasitot compromised while testing. ,~

The reduction in water by using this nozzle would be twofold The first would be the increased
elfectivenes~ leading to, a lowered cleaning time, and the second from the reduction in flow rate.
In addition to using the new nozzle, a timer should be placed on the. main tote washing.area.
This would limit the amount of time allowed for each tote. Initial suggestions would be to set
the timer cycles for 3 minutes on the hot water and 1 minute on the cold. Additional, cleaning, if.
needed can, be done by starting and stopping the timer. After operating for a period of time, the
timers could be easily adjusted based on cleaner’s feedback. . , . .

The cost analysis for installing a timer and. replacing the spray balls is given below. . If the
nozzles prove effective, they should replace all the spray balls. . This would eliminate the Option

) of using the inefficient spray. balls.. The savings is based on reducing thç time from the current
practice of rinsing for 4 minutes 29 seconds to 3. minutes and using the new nozzle. ‘

Table 8 — Cost Analysis on the Tote Washing Station [A3, A5J

Waste Reduction Waste Reduced SAC Water Savings Water Heating
Option [gpd] Savings [annually] Savings [annually] Status

Use of a D26984 900 $4,200 ‘ $850’ “ $3,300 Recommended
Rotating Nozzle , .,______ .. ::., : . , . . ,~

Timer Limits 600 $2,800 $575 $2,200 . Recommended

The nozzles would be ordered from Spray Systems,..Co. at a cost of $556.91 [A41 per nozzle. It.
is seen that in Table 8 the SAC fees saved can justify purchasing these nozzles. Additional costs
from adding a timer thrtherj.ustify .the cost of purchasing one of these. nozzles to try.

Although eventual replacement of all the spray balls is suggested, one of the D26984 nozzles
should be bought on a trial basis to find out Wit will hold up. Spraying Systems has said that
customers have.been operating this type of nozzle in their. facilities for up to two yearsnow.
without replacement An additional line strainer might be needed if problems with wear arise.
No costs for a timer were found, but the electrical department could probably make one a simple
one at low cost. . ‘ . . ‘. . .. . . , . . .‘ , ‘ . ‘

)
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Section 4— Tank Cleaning

The tanks at Tiro iriclude the smaller portable tanks to the large 9,800-gallon mixing tank.: They
also can be either mixing tanks containing baffles and blades or holding tanks without any
mixing equipment contained. The estimated water Use to clean these tanks is 16,600 gpd. This
accounts for 18% of Tir&s daily water use and 41% Of the cleaning watër.

The tanks, although varied in size, are cleaned using a standard procedure regardless of this
difference. ‘If the steps layed out in the standard operating procedures (SOPs) do not get the tank
clean, additional steps are required. Tank cleaning is similar to that method to clean totes.

While cleaning tanb; ‘two different types of equipment are available depending on the size of the
tank. Most of the larger ones contain clean in place systems (CD?). These systems are simply
spray balls that are installed within the tank. The attached water source is. turned on providing a~
360° sprayto the inside of the tank. Because these are installed in the top~ of the tanks, thern .~

underside of~thebaffles and mixing blades are shadäwed’ and not’directly cleaned: Thisrequires
that parts of the tanks be hand cleaned. The alternative to the CD? is to insert a spray ball just as
was done with the totes

The first step is to spray the tanks out with a Strahniann hafidgun to remove or loosen the~
product. Whichever device is used, they typically run for 15 —25 minutes depending on the tank
size and product being removed.’:The water is usually pumped out as it is added to thetank.
This cleans the pump used during batching so additional fresh water is not used.. The tanks are
then sprayed with cold water using the Strahmann gun, spray balls, or CD? to cool them for,
inspection. If found to still be dirty, additional cleaning steps are done. The final step is to run
sanitizing solution throughout the tank for sterilization.

Procedures~~~~ V

It was found that, while following the standard operating proCedures, variability existed between
cleaners with the amount of time spent on each of the steps. The cleaners could clean the same
tank with the same product while one runs the water for twice as long as the other

The elimination of this variability is difficult. The problem is the variety in the process. Each
tank can be used to produce’ any of the many products they make. So standardization of the
procedure for particular tank is. impossible. To try to write up a procedure for a certain type: of.
product is also difficult because each type has diverse properties. For example, a conditioner can
be sticky, water-based, non-water based, thick, or contain glitters. To classify all these would be
impossible ~. , . :. .: ~ V ‘ . ‘ .. . ... .‘ .

What canbe done is a. vague classification. Tiro produces large quantities of shampoos and
conditioners... Although’these are diverse, ~the cleaning is usually similar from one to another of
these products... Typical times to clean these products can be discovered by having a tank cleaner:
maintain a journal recording the minimum time it takes to clean a shampoo for example.
Although it will vary somewhat, a typical time will become apparent. To further break this
down, the tanks can be categorized as small, medium, or large.
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By associating times with eacfr step during: cleaning, the variability in cleaning will be reduced,
This will provide more effective cleaning and reduce some of the excessive cleaning;. Most
cleaners currently run a spray ball or CIP for 20 —25 minutes regardless of the soil inside or the
tank size because this will clean most everything. A small tank containing a water-based
shampoo does not take this long. .. V

This information could be compiled into a chart. This chart would categorize the tanks by size.
Afterflhding the size, the cleaner would simply go down to the type of product being.cleaned to
discover the time needed to effectively clean the tank. The charts could be posted throughout the
compounding area for easy reference and the many clocks located here can be used to monitor V

thetime. ~. V V V V V V V

Timer Limits

The times found for tank cleaning can be used to timer the system. Any of the tanks containing
the CIP systems could have a timer easily installed. This timer would havethe options to press
for the typical soil. After the cycle is’ initiated, it will automatically~ shutdown when completed
and the tank should be clean. Additional cleaning, if needed, could be done by simply startiOg
and stopping the timer manually.

The use ofa timer system further, helps to limit cleaner variability. The process would be more V

optimized saving volumes of water. In a typical day, almost 25 tanks are cleaned. Based upon
this and an average reduction of five minutes per tank, a cost analysis is given below in Table~10~.’

Table 10- CostAnalysis on Tank Washing.[A5] V V

Waste Reduction Waste Reduced SAC Water Savings Water Heating
. Option V V V [gpd] Savings [annually]. . Savings [annually] Status. .

Reduction of 2,600 $12,100 $2,500 $9,700 Recommended
Cleaning Time

V V)

Nozzle

In addition to usmg the D26984 spray nozzle for totes, it can replace the spray balls used in the
smaller to medium tanks. The nozzle produces enough spray to effectively clean to a 13 feet
radius and therefore is able to be used iii small to medium tanks

Two tests were done on a hairspray and shampoo substituting this nozzle for the spray ball. V

was inserted the same as the spray ball was through the top of the tank. The D26984 nozzle did
not reduce the cleaning time as hoped. The device took the ‘same time it takes using the Spray V VV

ball to clean Vthe tanks. Despite this, the device did reduce. the water use because Vjt operates Vat a
lower flow rate of 14 gpm in contrast to the 2.1 .gprn the spray balls use; Although.the device did V

not reduce the cleaning.time, it would reduce the amount of water used. V V ‘~ ‘: V V V V V
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If one of these nozzles is purchased on a trial basis fortotes, it should be experimented in the
tanks. If the rotating nozzle proves effective, it is recommended that this ~device replace all the
spray balls used at Tiro.

In addition to using the D26984 rotating nozzle, the spray balls used.in the CIPs should be.
phased out as they wear down. The 27500 Teflon Rotary Tank Washing Nozzle offered by
Spraying Systerns,.Co~ and already installed in six ofTiro’s tanks; does not have a lower:flow
rate than the systems already installed,: It does offer is a better spraying pattern that should lead
to more. effective cleaning. The spray balls in the CIPs produce a small stream that directly
impacts a small area inthe tank while a 27500 rotating nozzle will impact more areas of the
tanks. This will reduce the time spent each cleaning cycle and lead to a reduction in water use.

Cooling Procedure

The current practice of cooling the tanks for inspection and additional manual cleaning is to
spray them with cold water. This is either done by spraying them with a Stràhmann sprayer Or
by running cold water into the tank through a spray ball or CIP system, This water is not used to.
clean the tank and is going straight to the drain.

The alternative would be to train the cleaners to utilize the cooling jackets on the tanks. These
jackets ftilly recycle the water used. The water enters the jacket and cools the tank through.
conduction~ Although the chillers would take on additional cooling load, it should not be a
significant increase. ~

The cleaners typically have to spray the tanks for 10 minutes with coldwater to be able to enter
them, Estimations on costs saved by using the cooling jacketsare based upon using a Strahmann
gun, operating at 7 gpm to cool the tank. The water lost is probably much higher because the
cleaners often use the spray balls/CIPs for running the cold water These operate at 21 —25 gpm
[A31.

Table 11 Cost Analysis on the Táñk COoling [A5]

Waste Reduction Waste Reduced SAC Water Savings Water Heating
Option [gpd] Savings [annually] Savings [annually] Status

Utilize the 1,700 $7,900~$1,600 $6,400 Recom~nended
Cooling Jackets :

Leaking Jackets

The cooling/heating jackets on two of the large 6,000 gallon tanks are leaking. Tanks 602 and
603 leak considerable amounts ofwaterwhen being used. Tiro has identified thisproblem and
repairs have not yet been scheduled; The data gathered .for the amount of leaking water was
done by collecting the amount of water dripping off the tank during a cycle andtiming it.

)
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) Table 12— Leaking Cooling/Heating Jackets {A3]
Estimated Flow Rate

Tank ~àlImin . gal/hr
602 2.75 165
603 0.25., . 15

Increased Line Pressure..

Tiro Industries as mentioned previously has a line pressure .of about 40-psi bythe time it has
reached its application area. There are options available to increase the line pressure by using
portable pumps or installing booster pumps to increase the overall pressure. This option was
investigated to examine wbether.it would improve Tiro’s cleaning efficiency.

Increasing the pressure for cleaning is not recommended at Tiro. Research found that most of
the products being cleaned are removed easily once hit with water. A pressure increase would
lead to increased flow rates; Because the issue, is getting the water to the soil and not a difficulty
of removing it in most cases, an increase. in pressure would not help alleviate this problem. This
is why it is recommended that all .the spray balls at Tim be replaced. They produce effective
impact at 40 psi .but only a small area receives the direct stream their drilled holes shoot. ,

Summary

Considerable water savings exist within this area. The difficulty.arises with the variety of tanks’
and products handled in compounding. Several, changes .in the cleaning of Tiro’s mixing tanks
will help reduce the volume of watçr, being used .here~ The following is a list of the ‘

recommendations for this area. , ‘ .,. , , . . . ,

Table 13 — Summary of Tank Recommendations

Area of Concern , Description of Recommendation
Procedures The.standard operating procedures could be further detailed to include times for

each step
Timer Limits Timers should be installed on the larger tanks using CD? systems
Nozzles The D26984 Rotating Nozzle can replace the spray balls to dean smaller tanks.

The spray balls used in the CIPs should be phased out over time.
Cooling Procedure The cooling jackets should be utilized in cooling the tanks after cleaning..
Tank JaCkets . The leaking tank jackets should be fixed before the MCES evaluation period in

2004. ‘ . . ‘‘ . . . .

lincreased Pressure IThe line pressure is sufflc~ent so a pressure increase is not recommended. . . 1

Because of the product diversity, the water savings in this area can only be estimated. The
largest impact will come from effectively controlling the time spent during tank cleaning. The
reduction in water can easily reach 6,500 gallons or more reducing the use from 16,700 gpd to

) below 10,200 gpd.
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Section 5 - Awareness

When Tiro Industries became aware of the MCES’ s estimate that they could face a $250,000
SAC charge, they beganworking on the problem. Through continued monitoring of the water
levels and increasing awareness,~ Tiro has been able to reduce their water use by an estimated
21,000 gpd. This equates to a $98,000reduçtion in SAC fees.

The details and results of the increased awareness Scotty Andrews brought about were discussed
in the introduction. Because of the significant impact this has had on Tiro’s water use, it is
recommended that they continue the program

The first recommendation would to continue the postings throughout the plant. This keeps the
employees updated on the water use. Although the water use does fluctuate depending on,.
production, postings keep employees aware that water use is an issue. Even if this is not
continued on a dailybasis, it shOuld be done onaregular basis.

The second recommendation is to’continue.with an active water use committee. This committee
would consist of lead managers from different shifts. Ideas~ about water conservation could be
discussed at regular meetings. Even if nobody has anything to bring to the table to for
improvement, updates and explanations on Tiro’s water use could be given. This will ensure that
every shift is informed and conscientious about their divisions water use.

The third recommendation is to assign a team or individual to “leak patrol”. The maintenance
department does an excellent job atfixing the leaks around the facility; but they need to~
informed of the leaks first. if a group or person could be in charge of making regular inspections
throughout the plant to identif~,’ any substantial leaks, the problem will be kept in check~ To get
the leak fixed quickly, if substantial, it is helpfiil to quantify it. Place a bucket underneath the•
leak and measure the time it takes to ifil, and then weigh the bucket to get a flow rate. This will
allow the daily amount of water lost from the leak to be quantified. In doing so, this provides
incentive to fix it quickly if the leak is losing a lotofwater.

The last recommendation is to include a water discussion in their training. When a new
employee is hired, they should be made aware that Tiro feels water conservation is an issue.
They should be informed of the impact this can have on the company so they have the
motivation to~personally watch their water use.

When an effective awareness program is in place and maintained, it will work like safety
program Personnel will make responsible water use part of their work habits and continue the
reduction efforts already started. In the appendices, a description ofUniLever’s [A4j watcr
program can be found This large company has a division that contract manufactures personal
care products Just like Two They have dedicated their mission to responsible water use, and their
program is impressive.

J
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Section 6 - Vacuum Pumps

There are two vacuum pumps that Tirô operates on their fiffing lines. The pumps are located on
filling lines 511 and 513. •They use water for cooling .the pump as well as creating a seal for the
vacuum. The current setup is directing the water directly to drain as a result of reservoir.
overflow.

Edelmann& Associates, Inc.: is the. local Nash Engineering dealer who would supply the parts
for the recycle streams. They have informed me that the AHC-25~ pump is obsolete and cannot
be fitted with a recycle stream. Fortunately, this pump uses much less water than the other
model, the EC-.1 50-L whiCh is on the 511 line.

The following table shows the costs of the parts to fit the EC-150-L.purnp with a recycle stream.

Table 12—Parts Costs for an EC-150-L Overflow Recycle [A4]

Partial Recycle Cost
Union Orifice $85.99
Check Valve $49.90
Flow Control Valve $41.00
Total $176.89

Full Recycle Cost
Separator $876.75
Heat Exchanger $549.00
Make-flp Float Valve $516.60
Gage Glass $197.81
Union Orifice $85.99
Strainer $83.79
Total $2,i09.94

The followmg provides the estimated hourly water this pump would save if fitted with a recycle
stream It also includes the amount of time that this pump would have to run to makeup the cost
of the parts needed. ‘V.

Table 13 — Vacuum Pump CostAnalysis [A3]

Amount Saved Payback Penod Payback Penod
[$IhrJ [hrs] [shifts]

PartialRecycle 3.8.1. $0.13 1327 166
FullRecycle 76~2. V $0.27, 8662. .. 1083

The line does not run consistently, and exact payback periods are hard to estimate. An analysis
on the SAC fees saved cannot be made either. The calculation is based on average number of
gallops used in a day~ Despite this, an estimation of the SAC savings would be $280 fora partial V

recycle and $V565 for a~ full recycle. These savings would help alleviate the cost of the:system
and should be considered as they reduce the payback period. The SAC savings would make V V

payback for the partial recycle almost immediate. ~V

V Water Saved

[gallhr]

D
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Section 7— Conclusion ~N)

Tiro Industries has begun-to address-their water use issue. The estimated $250,000- SAC charge
can be eliminated through -employee awareness and additional MnTAP help. Many of the ideas -

reconunended were already-discussed at Tiro, but the investigation and research proved which
ideas would effectively reduce water use. -

Three of the four majot areas identified for investigation have recommended changes. Th~ - -~

fourth is the filling lines. Although this is a-major:water user; it is more efficient than many of
the other areas at Tiro. The water used during cleaning is usually water needed to get the -

cleaning done. The lines are already reusing cleaning water. The procedure calls for filling a
large bin below the filling nozzles and cycling this water through the nozzles. This water is
collected in the bin and recycled back. - -This continues until the wateris really dirty~ The bin is
refilled with clean water, and the process in done again. This continues until the system is clean.

The following is a summary of the areas ii~vestigated and the recommendations within each:

Option Recommendation Status - Status
Drum & Pail Nozzles - - Recommended - - - Implemented-.(August 12)
Drum & Pail Timer Limits Recommended Implemented (August 22)
Non-removal ofDrum Labels Recommended - - Implemented
Pail Liners - - Not Recommended Not Feasible
New Tote Cleaning Device Recommended Not Yet Implemented
Updating Tank Cleaning SOPs Recommended Not Yet Implemented
Timers on Tank CIPs - RecOmmended Not Yet Implemented
New Tank Cleaning Device Recommended - Not. Yet Implemented-
Use of Cooling Jackets - Recpmi~ended - - Not- Yet Implemented -

Fix Leaking Tank Jackets Recommended Not Yet Implemented
Increased Line Pressure : :, Not Recommended - - - - - Not Needed
Continued Awareness Program Recommended -. Continuing
Vacuum Pump Recycle Recommended Not Yet Implemented

The cost savmgs from the above recommendations are considerable It is estimated that Tiro will
be able to save at least 19,000 gpd This is equivalent to $88,300 in one-time SAC fees The
total annual savings Tiro will be able to receive are $81,300 through labor, water bills, and
heating -bills. - - - - - - -: - - - -

Tiro has begun forming an- effective water management program. This program can become as•
extensive as thecompany -wants itto be. If a water conservation program is effectively managed
and maintained,- -Tiro-will avoid their-SAC- charge and in doing so become a much more cost-
effective company. - •- - - - - - -:

D
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Joe Henderson

Julianne Rantala

Anoendix 1: Contacts

Name Company Title Telephone Fax Email Address

Senior Engineer - 200 Oak Street SE
Randy Cook MnTAP Advisor (612) 624-4633 (612) 624-3370 cookx0l9@tc.umn.edu Minneapolis, MN 55455

Intern Program Manager 200 Oak Street SE
Deb McKinley MnTAP Advisor (612) 6244697 (612) 624-3370 mckin013@tc.umn.edu Minneapolis, MN 55455

Pilot Lab Engineer - 5601 East River Rd. Fridley,Scotty Andrews Tiro Advisor (763) 572-2816 (763) 572-2940 sandrews@tirollc.com MN 55432-6198

Regulatozy Affairs - 5601 East River Rd. Fridley,Brian Haugstaud Tiro Advisor (763) 572-2818 (763) 572-2940 bhaugstad@tiro11c.com MN 55432-6198

Cleaning Operations 5601 East River Rd. Fridley,lzya Krampf Tiro (763) 572-2817 (763) 572-2940 MN 55432-6198Manager

5601 East River Rd. Fridley,Mike Olson Tiro Senior Tank Cleaner (763) 572-2999 MN 55432-6 198

10125 Crosstown Cirlce,SprayingDoug Snyder Systems Specialist (952) 944-7202 (952) 944-8292 doug.snyder@autojet.com Suite 200 Eden Prarie, MN
Systems, Co. 5534433 17

Edelmann & 1900 Annapolis Lane N.
Gary Davidson (763) 559-7867 Plymouth, MN 55441

Associates

2800 Pacific St.Ten)’ American Iron (612) 529-1073 Minneapolis, MN 55411

5601 East River Rd. Fiidley,Teresa Palacios Tim Microbiologist (763) 572-2764 tpalacious @tirollc.com MN 55432-6 198

5601 East River Rd. Fridley,Joel Good Tim Pilot Lab Engineer (763) 572-2794 jgood~timI1c.com MN 55432-6 198

Shipping Department 5601 East River Rd. Fiidley,
Gayle Gniber Tiro (763) 572-2830 (763) 572-2835 ggruber~tiro1lc.com MN 55432-6198Manager

~buy Pygman Tim Maintenance Engineer (763) 572-2837 (763) 572-2940 gpygman~tiro1lc.com 5601 East River Rd. Fridle3’,
MN 55432-6198

Head Maintenance 5601 East River Rd. Fridley,Cody Crandall Tim (763) 572-2837 (763) 572-2940 ccrandall@tirol1c.com MN 55432-6198
Engineer
Human Resources 5601 East River Rd. Fridley,Mark Gebhard Tim (763) 572-2846 (763) 572-2710 mgebhard~tirol1c.com MN 55432-6198
Department

~ 5601 East River Rd. Fridley,Rabby Motilall Tim Compounding Manager (763) 572-2884 rinotilall@tirollc.com MN 55432-6 198

5601 East River Rd. Fridley,Steve Johnson Tim IT Support (763) 572-2987 (763) 572-2920 sjohnson@tirollc.com MN 55432-6 198

5601 East River Rd. Fridley,DeeAnn L.undberg Tim Accountant (763) 572-2934 (763) 572-2920 dlundberg~tirollc.com MN 55432-6 198

5601 East River Rd. Fridley,Au Lutcbman Tim Tote and Dram Cleaner (763) 572-2999 MN 55432-6 198

5601 East River Rd. Fridley,Tom Kaliroos Tim Maintenance Technician (763) 572-2999 tkalfroos@tirollc.com MN 55432-6 198

. 5601 East River Rd Fridley,Jose Lema Tiro Tank Cleaner (763) 572-2999 MN 55432-6 198

• 5601 East River Rd. Fridley,Mangal Bialkisson Tiro Tote and Dram Cleaner (763) 572-2999 MN 55432-6 198

5601 East River Rd. Fridley,Marshall Heneky Tim Tote and Dram Cleaner (763) 572-2999 MN 55432-6 198

Water Division
Jim Saefke City of Fridley (763) 572-3561

Supervisor
Industrial

109 27thAvenueNEJoe Durand Container (612) 706-2177 Minneapolis, MN 55418
Services

Metro Hazardous Waste 520 Lafayette Rd. St.
MPCA (651) 297-8496 Paul, MN 55155

Technician
Metro Hazardous Waste 520 Lafayette Rd. St.

MPCA (651)297-8332 Paul, MN 55155
Technician
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Appendix 3: Test Results

!~ ! ~
Avg. Before Installation: 16,724 gpd

Date Avg. After Installation: 9,068 gpd
Avg. After Timer Adjustment: 5,104 gpd
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Avg. Before Installation: 214
Avg. After Installation: 202
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Pail Cleaning: Current Times and Test to Find Optimal Times

D

Current Time [s]
1 25.1
2 66.6
3 90.0
4 117.6
5 37.0
6 82.5
7 36.0
8 44.6
9 55.5

10 124.0
11 196.0
12 191.1
13 177.6
14 180.0
15 180.0
16 260.0
17 131.0
18 120.0
19 155.0
20 180.0
21 53.0
22 120.0
23 180.0
24 121.0
25 107.0
26 188.0
27 44.0
28 180.0
29 180.0
30 180.0
31 180.0
32 129.0
33 61.0
34 182.0

Average 128

Test Time [s]
1 9.7
2 53.5
3 13.7
4 23.9
5 11.5
6 16.4
7 55.4
8 23.0
9 16.7

10 13.0
11 27.5
12 24.2
13 14.4

11.1
15 12.0
16 7.6
17 17.7
18 87.0
19 11.9
20 46.5
21 9.9
22 10.6
23 28.2
24 18.4
25 12.1
26 10.6
27 22.1
28 14.2
29 13.9
30 10.9
31 19.8

Average 21.5



Drum Cleaning: Current Times and Test to Find Optimal Times

) Test Time [s]
l~ 24
2 21
3 11
4 11
5 15
6 41
7 41
8 20

Average 23

Current Time [s]
1 278
2 161
3 177
4 186
5 180
6 151
7 86
8 133
9 133

10 110
11 65
12 68
13 180
14 180
15 180
16 300
17 605
18 182
19 180
20 180
21 179

Average 185



Tote Cleaning: Current Times and D26498 Rotating Nozzle Test Times

Spray Ball -

Tote Time {sJ
1 184
2 222
3 156
4 183
5 203
6 188
7 371
8 193
9 304

10 283
11 600
12 280
13 293
14 360
15 296
16 182

Averag 269

Rotating Nozzle
Tote - Time {s]

1 168
2 180
3 207
4 138
5 140
6 143
7 105
8 132

Average 152

D

55 Gallon Metal Drum Label Removal Test

Wage= $13.11
Average # of
Drums per Day 50

Time to Labor Per Labor Per Labor Per
Vessel Remove Labels Cumulativ~ Average Drum Day Year

1 265 265 265 $0.96 $48.24 $13,265.95
2 27 292 146 $0.53 $26.58 $7,308.79
3 316 608 203 $0.74 $36.89 $10,145.53
4 147 755 189 $0.69 $34.36 $9,448.86
5 313 1068 214 $0.78 $38.88 $10,692.86
6 313 1381 230 $0.84 $41.90 $11,522.19
7 795 2176 311 $1.13 $56.59 $15,561.57
8 485 2661 333 $1.21 $60.55 $16,651.27

D



Flow Rates for Various Equipment at Tiro

Date Flow [gal/mm Flow
Place Measured Weight [kg] Time [s] [kg/s] ] [gal/hr]
511 Vacuum Pump (Operating) 6/4/03 0.90 24.8 0.03 6 0.58 34.57
511 Vacuum Pump (Operating) 6/4/03 1.10 32.2 0.034 0.54 32.53
511 Vacuum Pump (Operating) 6/4/03 1.35 45.1 0.030 0.47 28.46
513 Vacuum Pump (Operating) 6/3/03 1.05 13.6 0.077 1.22 73.42
513 Vacuum Pump (Operating) 6/3/03 1.80 22.0 0.082 1.30 77.81
513 Vacuum Pump (Operating) 6/3/03 2.25 27.7 0.08 1 1.29 77.25
Floor Nozzle - center - in the pit 6/26/03 9.15 7.1 1.289 20.43 1225.61
Floor Nozzle - center - in the pit 6/26/03 6.20 3.7 1.676 26.56 1593.60
Floor Nozzle - center - in the pit 6/26/03 4.75 3.7 1.294 20.51 1230.88
Floor Nozzle - center - in the pit 6/26/03 5.70. 4.2 1.367 21.67 1299.95
Floor Nozzle - center- in the pit 6/26/03 7.40 5.1 1.442 22.86 1371.84
Floor Nozzle - center - in the pit 6/26/03 6.95 5.3 1.319 20.90 1254.19
FloorNozzle-left-inthepit 6/24/03 15.35 18.0 0.853 13.52 811.46
Floor Nozzle - right - in the pit 6/24/03 8.60 6.4 1.342 21.27 1275.94
Floor Nozzle - right - in the pit 6/26/03 11.95 8.5 1.414 22.42 1344.93
Floor Nozzle - right - in the pit 6/26/03 11.25 8.0 1.399 22.18 1330.72
Floor Nozzle - right - in the pit 6/26/03 8.50 6.3 1.347 21.35 1281.09
Pit Strabman 1 6/3/03 6.10 13.4 0.456 7.23 433.57
Pit Strabman 1 6/15/03 5.60 13.4 0.418 6.62 397.44
Tote SprayBall 6/26/03 9.65 7.3 1.331 21.10 1265.84
Tote SprayBall 6/26/03 13.55 9.9 1.367 21.67 1300.33
Tote Spray Ball 6/26/03 11.70 9.0 1.301 20.63 1237.70
602 CIP(2x2”sprayballs) 7/2/03 285.00 178.5 1.597 25.31 1518.86
603 CIP (2 x 2” sprayballs) 7/2/03 250.00 164.9 1.516 24.03 1441.81
312 CIP (1 x 4” spray ball) 7/2/03 546.00 730.3 0.748 11.85 711.02
602 Jacket Leak (Cooling) 6/3/03 4.75 30 0.158 2.51 150.58
602 Jacket Leak (Cooling) 6/3/03 4.44 30 0.148 2.35 140.71
602 Jacket Leak (Cooling) 6/4/03 4.82 30 0.161 2.55 152.75
602 Jacket Leak (Cooling) 6/4/03 8.56 45 0.190 3.01 180.82
603 Jacket Leak (Cooling) 6/6/03 0.55 34 0.016 0.25 15.26
603 Jacket Leak (Cooling) 6/6/03 0.70 48 0.015 0.23 13.83

)





Appendix 4: Technical Sheets
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UNILEVER AND WATER

Unilever is one of the world’s leading consumer goods companies. Our food,
home and personal care products are chosen by 150 million consumers around
the world every day.

The availability of clean water is essential for our business. Water is used.
directly in our operations, by our suppliers, by consumers who need water
to use our products, and by the communities in which we operate.

water is a shared resource. without action by all users, demand
for water will continue to outstrip potential supply, particularly
in areas of water stress. That is why we are promoting sustainable
water management as one of our three sustainability initiatives,
alongside agriculture and fish.

OUR WATER VISION GOOD HOUSEKEEPING GUIDING PRINCIPLES
We are committed to ensuring that our Our factories around the world are working An important part of Unilever’s approach to
activities and those of our suppliers, customers hard to reduce their water consumption — water is our Sustainable Water Integrated
and consumers achieve a sustainable balance already down 7.2% in 2001 compared to Catchment Management (SWIM) principles,
between protecting ecosystems and meeting 2000. We will increasingly be working with which were developed with the assistance
human needs, so assuring the ability of future our suppliers, especially within the agricultural of the UK sustainability organisation Forum
generations to access sufficient quantities of sector, to reduce the total supply chain impact for the Future. These recognise that
clean water, on water. competing demands for water — for

agriculture, manufacturing and human
UNILEVER’S WATER IMPRINT PRODUCT DESIGN AND consumption — and the need to sustain a
Our first step has been to analyse our own CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR healthy environment mean that society
Water Imprint — the total volume of water We are paying more attention to the design of needs to adopt a more integrated approach
used in the life cycle of our products, from our products so that they need less water and to water management The SWIM principles
raw materials to consumer use. The results of have a lower impact on water quality, as well incorporate a practical approach to helping
this Water Imprint help us make sure our as applying existing strict environmental and Unilever and our partners ensure that the
imprint is sustainable and prioritize those human safety criteria to products before they community water partnerships we engage
areas where we can make a real difference. are launched. We are also working with in are effective and successful.

consumers to change product use patterns
and foster the responsible use Of water.

,...{Th ~. .
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Grigg, Kevin
From: TJ TYRRELL [tjtyrrell@thecarycompany.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 25, 2003 2:35 PM
To: ‘Grigg, Kevin’
Subject: RE: Pail Liner Quotes

Kevin,
Thanks for the inquiry.
We offer a few different styles and sizes. We have three different 5 gallon pail liners:
Plastic Pail Liner
Steel Pail Liner
Anti-Static Pail Liner

77WPPL -5 gallon plastic Pail Liners *100/box - 100/$1.45 each 500/$1.12 each 1000/$1.08 each 3000/$1.06
each
77WMAL - 5 gallon Antistatic Pail Liner *100/box - l0O/$1.50 5001$1.20 each 1000/$1.13 each 3000/$1.08 each
77WMPL -, 5 gallon metal Pail Liner *100/box - 100/$1.25 each 500/$1.05 each 1000t$1.O2 each 3000/$1.01 each

Let me know if you would like prices on other sizes.
Thanks!
TJ Tyrrell
The Cary Company

Original Message
From: Grigg, Kevin [mailto:kgrigg@Tirollc.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 25, 2003 1:37 PM
To: ‘tjtyrrell@thecarycompany.com’
Subject: Pail Uner Quotes

I was looking for further information on the costs of your various pail liners (specifically 5 gallon). We
would be using around 100 liners a day so the orders would be fairly large. If you could get back to me,
my email address is kgrigg~tirollc.com. Thank you.

Kevin Grigg
Minnesota Technical Assistance Program
University of Minnesota

6/25/03
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Tiro Industries Industrial Wastewater Trend Analysis
(Metropolitan Council Charge Rates Analysis)

2000-2002
(AU Volumes Are In Gallons)

The following analysis illustrates how Tiro’s Water Use, Industrial Waste Production, and Wastewater Quality have changed during the past three years.

Conclusion: As Met Council strength fees are proportionate to 1) Volume, 2) Solids, 3) Chemical Oxygen Demand and 4) perhaps Surfactants Load Surcharges,
Tiro can expect an appreciable increase in effluent strength fees for 5601 as indicated for the monitored period July - December, 2001.

RED = Significant Increases Purple = Significant Decreases

5601 Historical Charge Rates

Year: 2Q2000 4Q2000 2Q2001 4Q2001 2Q2002 4Q2002

RatePerlOO,000GallonsWastewater $120 $120 $118 $118 $123 $123
Wastewater Volume Charged (Gals): 4,625,000 8,154,000 6,523,000 10,555,000 15,226,000 16,609,000

TSS Charged Value (Allowed 250 mg/l) 496 mg/I 117 mg/I 138 mg/i 388 mg/I 181 mg/l 201
COD Charged Value (Allowed 500 mg/i) 7,220 mg/i 6,173 mg/i 2,125 mg/l 6,256 mg/l 2,871 mg/i 3,747

Excess Pounds of TSS 9,143 lbs 0 lbs 0 lbs 12,147 lbs 0 lbs 0 lbs
Excess Pounds of COD 249,309 lbs 385,788 lbs 88,402 lbs 506,693 lbs 301,081 lbs 449,771 lbs

Strength Charges per Excess Lb
Total Suspended Solids 10.2 cts/excess lb 10.2 cts/excess lb 10.4 cts/excess lb 10.4 cts/excess lb 11.4 cts/excess lb 11.4 ots/excess lb
Chemical Oxygen Demand 5.1 cts/excess lb 5.1 cts/excess lb 5.2 cts/excess lb 5.2 cts/excess lb 5.4 cts/excess lb 5.7 cts/excess lb

TSS Charges/Declared Wastewater Volume $932.59 $0 $0 $1,263.29 $0 $0
COD Charges/Declared Wastewater Volume$ 12,714.76 $19,675.19 $4,596.90 $26,348.07 $17,161.62 $25,636.95
TOTAL SEMI-ANNUAL CHARGE $13,647.35 $19,675.19 $4,596.90 $27,611.32 $17,161.62 $25,636.95



Incoming Water (Gallons):
Total City Water Used:
Containment Dike Collection:
Total Incoming Water:

n..

5601 Calculations
Met Council Strength Charge

Jan-Jun 2000
$13,647.35

9,361,000
74,400
9,435,400

Water Not Discharged to Sanitary Sewer:

Jul-Dec 2001 Jan-Jun 2002 Jul-Dec 2002
$27,611.32 $17,161.62 NA

13,948,000 17,827,000 19,966,000
108,000 135,600 117,000
14,056,000 17,962,600 20,083,000

Jan-Jun 20 01
$4,596.90

8,135,000
145,200
8,280,200

0 (Air Cooled)
0
1,456,820
300,517
1,757,337

100,172
992,640
5,430,051

Jul-Dec 2000
$19,675.19

11,512,000
128,400
11,640,400

514,540
981,000
1,377,015
614,325
3,486,840

204,775
1,144,520
6,804,265
8,153,560

6.9
112 mg/l
6,400 mg/I
0.3 04 mg/I
650

To Storm Sewer:
Lawn Sprinklers:
Used in Product:
Lost to Evaporation:
Total Not Discharged to Sewer:

Wastewater to Sanitary Sewer:
Cooling Water:
Domestic Waste:
Industrial Waste:
Total Discharged to Sewer:

Water Quality:
pH:
Total Suspended Solids:
Chemical Oxygen Demand:
Phenols:
Surfactants ~MBA~:

2,830,400
432,200
1,150,222
396,765
4,809,587

132,255
628,320
3,865,238
4,625,813

7.43
496 mg/i
7,220 mg/I
Not Detected
290

0
1,145,500
1,758,742
596,752
3,500,994

198,917
1,029,600
9.326,489
in c~c nnt~

0
60,000
2,247,856
428,310
2,736,166

142,770
1,206,120
13,877,544

41d

0
431,200
2,426,212
616,290
3,473,702

205,431
1,570,460
14,833,407
16,609,298

7.0
200mg/i
3,800mg/i
NA
NA

7.03
116mg/i
2,450mg/i
Not Detected
640

6.6
391ma/l
6,400mM
Not Detected
841

8.7
180mg/i
2,900mg/i
0.14mg/i
370

2
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Edelniann & Associates, Inc.
1900 Annapolis La.

P.O. Box 41729
Minneapolis, Mn 554474129

Tel: (763) 5594867
Fax: (763) 559-9403

Jayanthi®edelmauncom

TO: Kevin Grigg
FAX: 763-572-2940
COMPANY: Tiro Industnes

• FROM: Jayanthi “Jane-tee” Grebin
DATE: 07131103
PROPOSAL: 073103GLD
PAGES: lof 2

REFERENCE: Partial or Fully recirculated System for the pumps below

The AHC-25 is an obsolete pump There are no parts available to refit this pump
from a once-thai to partial or recirculate pump.

The EC-150-L
Parts needed to convert once thru package to partial recirc. Package.
Flow Control Valve PF-3654 $41 00

• Check Valve PF-0241 $49 90
• Union Orifice PF-0976-12 $85.99

Parts needed to convert once-thru package to full recirc. package.

Separator PU-i 9573 $87675
Gage Glass GL-0058 (2), GL-0385, GL-1 009 $197.81

Heat Exchanger eu-i 9615 $54900
Union Orifice PF-0976-1 6 $85.99
Strainer PF-0377-A $83.79

Optional:
Make-up Float Valve PF-7370 $51660

Note: All items above are for standard packages not SS packages

Leac~ time. 4-6 weeks (verified at time of order)
FOB. Factory
Freight: Collect or PPD & Add
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Terms; Net 30 days D

Please send all orders through Edelmann & Associates as follows:
TO:NASH-ELMO INDUSTRIES
ClO EDELMANN & ASSOCIATES

Account Responsibility. Gary Davidson
Prepared by: Jayanthi Greb~n

D
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July 17, 2003

Kevin Grigg
Tjro Industries
5601 East River Road
Pridley, MN 55432
Fax 763-S 72-2940

The following quote is in response to your requcst:

Descri tion
~26984-1/2-SS9.9 Constant Speed Rotating Nozzle. _____

D26~84..j/2_sS4.5 Stain1es~ Steel Mateiial
n
b026964h12S8136 ____________________________

315o-~ Drum Washing Nozzle-Brass

Material 21 Orifices ______

Dnjrn Washing Nozzle. Stainless
Steel Material. 21 Orifices

Keg Wash Nozzle for Pail
Cleaning. Stainless Steel
Material. 16 Orifices

Adjustable Pattern Spray Gun _______

______ Aluminum 8ody

Rotating No~zle-Stajnless Steel
Material

All pricing is FOB factory and valid for 60 days. Pridng is for single shipment to single
location. Qwmtity pricing applies to each line item individually. Spraying Syst~ms Go.
terms are Net 30 days with an Open Account. Thank you for your interest in our full product
line of spray nozzles and accessories.

Sincerely,
Ri. Martin & Associates

\~au~ ~fl~L~A ~
Doug Snyder
Application Specialist

Saving you time, rrioney arid energy through our spray no~zle expertise ~irid appIicatic,n~ experience ~~~OO1
fl~pr~j~i,~ by. R. ..i. MARTH’4 & ASSOCIA~rES, INC.

i0i~ Crc~ic>wn Circ;I~, Su~ 200, rcIer~ Prairie MN 5~44 3~ ii • Tel: 952-944-7202 FAX: 95P-~i44 ~3292

r~e!EaJ~iivery
$525.09

-.__$486.12

$558.91
$194.12

Approx. 2
Wks

1-2 Weeks

1-6 315O..Ss~

1-5 15498-15-SS

1-5 C[i150-AL1O

6-11

1-5 2I400A-316SS10316SS

$697.10 11-2 Weeks —

$583.03 Approx. 2
Wks

-. $89.0~j 1-2 Weeks

- $84.67 I
~70.14

$258.20 Approx. 2
Wks
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FAX FI?OM DOUQ SNYDER

!.l~vinc3riqgi Scotty Andrews Spray guns! tank wash
compa~ Tim lfldust~s cw~q$~r1 Fridley, MN

FAX 763! 572-2940 Date~ 7/16/2003

Phone~ 7631572-2861 I’ages

Kevin & Scotty

Thank you again for your time on Tuesday during our meeting, It was a pleasure to meet
you both and have the opportunity to discuss the tank, tote, and drum cleaning
applIcatjo1~ and water usage issues at your plant. We appreciate the fact that you are
studying the use of our Spraying Systems Co. spray nozzles guns, and accessories in
order to satisfy your spray application requirernents

I wantej to review some of the main points that came from our meeting:

I. Drum wash nozzles: 40 psi operating pressure. 170 degree F water Temp.
A. 2 of the nozzles have been stripped of the orifices.
B. This lowere the effectiveness of the spray pattern and uses much more Water,

Kevin indicated that the two nozzle assemblies are spraying at 21 gpm. The
undamaged nozzle is spraying at 13. 5 gpm. Replacing these two 31 50-21
nozzles will help decrease water usage immediately.

C. Another option that Kevin mentioned would be to use the 3,d bay as a pall or
small drum-washing bay. By using the 15498-15 Keg washing nozzle in this

• bay — Water usage could be fririher reduced.
D. I mention~ that raising the drum wash nozzles up a little bit with an

extension, might improve the cleaning action of the nozzles towards the
“bottom” of the drum. It might help if you had a rack to invert the drum onto.

II. Totes: 40 psi operating pressure. 170 degree F Water temp.

A. You were using our 21400 rotating tank wash nozzle — purchased in May
2002. Tom indicated that parts were wearing due to the friction of the ball
bearings. This was evident in the parts we looked at. However, I believe the
nozzle may have been taken apart at some point and re-assembled
incorrectly. Looking at the parts list, wear should only show up on part #5.
Other surfaces of the nozzle should be protected by the race.

Spraying Systems Co.® —

Represented by
R,.J~. Martin & Associates, Inc.

1O12~ Grosstown Circle, Suite 200, Eden Prairie, MN 55344-3317
Tel: 952-944-7202 • PAX: 952-944-8292

E-mail: douq.snyder~sp~y~0~

Vis[t us on the web at~
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July 16, 2003

B. Currently you are using a spray gun to rinse the tote and then a drilled hole
spray ball to clean totes. Spray gun is a Strahman style gun with flow rate of 7
gpm. The spray ball is also used to clean some small tanks up to 2500 gallon
capacity. Flow rate is approximately 20 gpm and is run for 6-7 minutes in the
totes. (120-140 gallons per tote x 25 totes per day 3000 — 3500 gallons per
day.)

C. Left a D26894~.1/2~S13 6 Constant rotating nozzle for testing. Try to cut
cleaning down to 3 minutes per tote or less. Flow rate is 14 gpm on this
nozzle. Cuts flow rate down to 1300 gallons per day for 25 totes.

D. Goal is increase effective impact on all areas of the tank interior to insure a
cleaner surface.

Ill. Tanks: Mix and holding tanks #79, #47, #98, and #68

A. These tanks use the Spraying Systems Co. 27500C-1...50-TEF or the 27500C-
%-1 8-TEF rotating tank wash nozzles. Kevin indicates that these have worked
well though We did not discuss operating times. Operator error can be traced
to nozzle being left on too long in some cases.

Ill. Larger tanks — 6000 gallons

A. These tanks have different spray ball arrangement Their scorns to be either
2 drilled hole balls (#313 & #314) or4 drilled hole spray balls per tank (#600)

B. Two tanks have rotational spray assemblies in them —2 per tank (#602 &
603).

C. Four tanks have one central spray ball unit (#309, #310, #311 & #312)
D. Most of these Units operate in the 12—12.5 gpm flow range. Run times can

vary between the tanks — but usually 20 25 minutes per tank.
1 spray unit per tank = 240 — 300 gallons used per tank
2 spray units per tank = 480 — 600 gallons used per tank
4 spray units per tank = 960—1200 gallons used per tank

Finish work for cleaning is also done on all tanks with spray guns. Adds more
water to the equation.

We can study the cleaning of these larger tanks at more length, but the main goal
would be to cut clean ing time in half If possible.

We did discuss the options of generating more pressure with a pump system,
Utilizing a different type of spray assembly to increase cleaning impact on tank
Surfaces. Would attempt to use approximately a 14 gpm to 16.5 gpm flow rate for
one nozzle assembly.

• Page2
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Possible use of a demo Ml 90E tank wash unit at existing 40 psi pressure Or to
U5e in conjunction with a rented pump unit.

I hope this helps summa~e our main points. I will follow-up with you to see how
the sample nozzle Worked) and to further explore the option of complete skid
mounted tank Wash systems. I also have ordered one of our CUI5O-AL1O spray
9ufls to be sent to your attention. The flow rate on that gun is also about 6.5-7
gpm, But your Workers should find it much more comfortable and easy to use.

Please feel free to contact me with further questions or clarifications, Thank you
again for your time and have great day!

• Page3



Fridley Residents:
In order to ensure that tap water is safe to
drink, the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) prescribes regulations that limit the
amount of certain contaminants in water pro
vided by public water systems. This annual
report is your guide to see how water provided
by the City of Fridley compares to the drinking
water standards Set by the Safe Drinking Water
Act. It fulfills an obligation the City has to pro
vide accurate and timely information about
your drinking water and Fridley’s water sys
tem. This year’s report again delivers good
news: no contaminants have been found that
exceed levels set by EPAfor safe drinking
water.

If you have questions about Fridley’s drinking
water, or if you would like information on
opportunities to participate in public meetings
where decisions regarding water quality are
made, please contact Jim Saefke at 763-572-
356 1.

Jon H. Haukoas,
Director ofPublic Works

)
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Fridley Water
Supply Sources
All water supplied by the City of Fridley is
groundwater. The City operates 10 wells,
ranging in depth from 199 to 850 feet, that
draw water from the Quaternary Buried
Artesian aquifer, the Jordan-Galesville
aquifer, the Jordan aquifer, the Mt. Simon
aquifer, and the Prairie Du Chien-Jordan
aquifer. The Jordan and Mt. Simon forma
tions are deep, bedrock aquifers. Water in
these units is located in the spaces between
the rock grains (such as sand grains) or in the
fractures within the more solid rock. Buried
artesian aquifers are shallower aquifers com
posed of glacial sand and gravel, over which
a confining layer of clay or clay till was
deposited.

Some of Fridley’s
water is supplied to the
system through an inter
connection with the
City ofNew Brighton.
This water is also
groundwater from the
Mt. Simon, Jordan, and
Prairie Du Chico
formations. The inter
connection between the
two cities provides a
back-up supply in case
of a natural disaster
that interrupts water

High service pump
for one of Frldleyfs service in one of the
wells, two communities.

The sources of drinking water (both tap water
and bottled water) include rivers, lakes,
streams, ponds, reservoirs, springs, and wells.
As water travels over the surface of the land
or through the ground, it dissolves naturally-
occurring minerals and, in some cases,
radioactive material, and can pickup sub
stances resulting from the presence of
animals or humans. Before S water source is
used for a drinking water supply, it is tested
for contaminants that may possibly be present.
These test results for Fridley water are in the
Laboratory Results table in this report

Bottled Water
Food and Drug Administraion regulations
establish limits for bottled water that must
provide the same protection for public health.
Studies repeatedly show that bottled water is
no safer than conventional tap water.

Water Treatment
Fridley water undergoes a number of
treatment processes before distribution. The
water is filtered to remove iron and
manganese, disinfected to keep the pipes free
of harmful bacteria, and fluoridated for
strong teeth according to State of Minnesota
regulations. All chemical additions are
precisely controlled by closely-monitored
electronic pumps so that safe dosages are
always used. The focus of the water
treatment process is filtration. The city
operates several filters at the three treatment
plants. Specially-formulated sand and gravel
remove iron and manganese as the water
passes through the filter. This reduces the
possibility that water will cause staining, and
it helps improve the taste of the water.

Information for
Homeowners
The City of Fridley owns and maintains all
water mains and pipes up to the stand pipe
(otherwise known as the curb stop). The
customer owns and is responsible for the
standpipe, the service line into the home, and
the water meter. The standpipe is the
apparatus that contains the outside shutoff
valve. The City owns the shutoff valve
contained within the standpipe; howevei it is
the homeownerIs responsibility to keep the
top of the standpipe accessible, undamaged,
and at grade level. Homeowners need to
make sure that the top of the standpipe does
not get covered with pavement or buried
under soil. Take care not to damage or bend
the standpipe while mowing or digging on
the property.

Property owners have a
standplpe like this one

burled on their property.
The pipe contains the

wafer shutoff valve for
the home. Take care to

keep the top of the
standplpe accessible

and at grade.



Container Options: Reduce,
Recondition and Recycle

V Minnesota Technical Assistance Program I FACT SHEET

Disposing of empty containers may be difficult
because landfill operators have become concerned
about groundwater contamination from hazardous
residues left in empty containers. Operators are
also concerned about using landfill space for large
quantities of empty containers.

This fact sheet outlines strategies for reducing,
reconditioning and recycling empty containers. It also
provides a reference list of outlets that recondition or
recycle empty containers.

Good Housekeeping
Empty the containers. Remove all valuable raw material
from containers. One inch of paint left in 10 55-gallon
drums equals a loss of 20 gallons of new paint, valued
at $500. Use a pump to completely empty drums or tip
containers to drain and use the remaining material.

Outside storage. When storing empty containers
outside keep them closed to prevent rainwater from
entering them. Keep empty drums on their sides.
Rainwater can collect on their tops and seep inside,
even when bungs are closed.

Monitor inventory~ Store empty containers in a
controlled-access area. This allows you to monitor
container inventory and prevent unauthorized
materials—hazardous and nonhazardous—from being
added to containers.

If containers with hazardous residues are removed
from company property, your company may still be
liable for them.

Reduce Waste Containers
Returnable containers. Ask your supplier to use
returnable containers. A deposit is usually required.
Keep the returnable containers in good condition to
receive the deposit refund.

Reuse containers. When possible, purchase materials
in containers that can be reused. Containers may
be reused to hold new material and, in some cases,
hazardous waste. Make certain all containers
meet U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT)
requirements for their new uses.

Recondition containers. Reconditioners strip,
paint and resell good-quality, heavy-gauge empty
containers. But, most chemicals are shipped in less-
expensive, lightweight containers—which cannot
be reconditioned. The purchase price for heavy-
gauge containers may be more, but you will save
money by avoiding disposal costs associated with
the lightweight containers. Ask your supplier to ship
your materials in drums that can be reconditioned
and meet U.S. DOT requirements for their new uses.

Reconditioners want containers completely empty
and in good condition with all bungs, rings and
closures in place.

Recycle Containers
Scrap metal and plastic recyclers may accept empty
containers for recycling. Check with recyclers to learn
what they accept. Here are a few questions to ask.
• What type of empty containers do you accept for

recycling?
• Do I need to certify the container is empty? V

• Do the ends need to be removed or do the
containers need to be crushed? V

• Do you accept residues in the bottom of containers?
If so, how are they handled?

Hazardous Waste Residue Caution
If your drums contain hazardous residues, verify they
are properly handled by the reconditioner or recycler.
Under the Superfund Amendments of 1986, your
company may be liable for clean up of hazardous
residues left in empty containers. Containers reused
for hazardous materials or wastes must meet U.S.
DOT requirements.

_______________ (continued)
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Empty Container Outlets
The outlets listed below recondition or recycle empty
containers. Call first to verify the type and size of
containers accepted and the type and amount of
residue allowed.

For additional collectors and processors in your area,
contact your local county solid waste officer or the
Minnesota Materials Exchange, The Materials
Exchange is a free service that links organizations
with usable goods they no longer need to those who

can use them. The Materials Exchange can help you
identify reuse opportunities. For more information
call 612/624-1300 or 800/247-0015. Or, visit
<www.mnexchange.org>.

MnTAP maintains the following list of empty container
outlets solely as a service to Minnesota companies.
This is not a complete list of available outlets and does
not represent an endorsement by MnTAP. MnTAP, by
providing the list, does not guarantee that the services
do or do not ensure compliance with environmental
and safety laws in any specific application.

Bargain Container Co.
A division of Western Container
Minneapolis, MN
612/338-2413
bargaincontainer.com

up
Fiber or steel drums; 35-gallon and Nonhazardous residues only; charge

for steel drums; resellable drums
only

Donna’s Scrap Hauling and Barrel Service Fiber drums; any size Nonhazardous residues only; must
Minneapolis, MN be clean; must be open top with lids
612/789-0950 and rings

Industrial Container Services Plastic or steel drums; 30- and 55- No residues
Minneapolis, MN gallon
612/781-0923
www.iconserv~com

Lushanko Container Fiber, plastic or steel drums; 15- Nonhazardous residues only; triple
West St. Paul, MN gallon and up rinsed
651/428-7420
651/457-7420

Becker Iron and Metal, Inc. Any size No residues; must be clean, empty
Marshall, MN and dry
507/537-0571

Chuck’s Auto Salvage Any size; underground storage Nonhazardous residues only; must
Grand Rapids, MN tanks be clean and empty
218/328-6281
800/300-6281
chucksautosalvageinc.com

Goose Lake Auto Parts One to 55-gallon Nonhazardous residues only
Wacoriia, MN
952/657-2221
888/657-6262
www~gooselakeauto.com

Great Western Recycling Industries Any size; one end cut off Nonhazardous residues only; must
St. Paul, MN be dean; no lids
651/224-4877

Harley’s Auto Salvage One to 55-gallon No residues; must be clean, empty
Faribault, MN and dry; call first
507/334-8290
harleysautosalvage.com

Page 2

Kill One to 55-gallon; underground No residues; triple rinsed; call about
Twin Valley, MN storage tanks underground storage tanks
218/584-8567

(continued)



LeRoy Iron and Metal Any size; underground storage No residues; triple rinsed; call first
LeRoy, IA tanks
641/329-5356

The Schwartzmarin Company, Inc. 55-gallon; one end cut off; No residues; must be clean and
Anoka, MN underground storage tanks cut in dry; 1/2 cubic yard to 40 cubic yard
763/421-1187 half quantities

Scrap Metal Processors Underground storage tanks cut in No residues; must be clean
Minneapolis, MN pieces
612/377-6663
usascrap.com

Wadena Hide and Fur Company One to 55-gallon No residues; triple rinsed; call first
Wadena, MN
218/631-2617

Master Mark Plastics High-density polyethylene (HDPE), Minimum quantity requirements;
Albany, MN low-density polyethylene (LDPE) call first
320/845-2111

Paynesvffle, MN
320/243-7318
800/535-4838
mastermark.com

Rigid HDPE, LDPE and
polypropylene (PP)

For More Information
MnTAP has a variety of technical assistance services
available to help Minnesota businesses implement
industry-tailored solutions that maximize resource
efficiency, prevent pollution and reduce costs.
Our infonnation resources are available online at
<mntap.unin.edu>. Or, call MnTAP at 612/624-1300
or 800/247-0015 from greater Minnesota for personal
assistance.

)
Leder Brothers Company
Minneapolis, MN
612/721-6244

One to 55-gallon; underground No residues; must be open at
storage tanks one end; 300 pound minimum;

acceptance based on what containers
held; call first

National Polymers, Inc.
Lakeville, MN
952/469-4977

No residues; appointment only; fee
charged; businesses only

Page 3
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Minnesota
Pollution
Control
Agency

Managing Empty Containers D

Hazardous Waste #4.16, May2000

Environmental Concerns
Just because a container is empty does not
mean that it can always be thrown in the
trash. Some containers may have more
health and safety.concernsbecause of the
kinds ofmaterial they held. This fact sheet
will help you determine the correct way to
manage your empty containers.

Waste Prevention
Before you buy new products, think about
how you’ll have to manage the empty
containers. Can you purchase the material in
containers that can be returned and reified?
Can the empty containers be reconditioned
and reused? Can they be recycled? Without
purchasing more than you need, can you buy
the product in one large container rather than
several small ones? Making wise purchasing
choices up front can reduce the amount of
waste you must manage.. Recycle empty.
containers whenever possible.

Containers that held
Nonhazardous Waste.
These containers are exempt fràm the
hazardous waste rules. Reuse and/or
recycle, when possible, ormanage them as
an industrial solid waste. Note: Not all
nonhazardous waste is acceptable for
disposal as an industrial solid waste. Check
with your solid waste hauler/recycler to
determine whether your waste is acceptable
and whether there are other conditions you
must meeL

Containers that held Acute
Hazardous Waste
Acute hazardous waste is waste that is:

• one ofthe following F listed wastes:
F020,F021, F022, P023, F026 orFO27;

• a P-listed waste such as cyanide
compounds or nitroglycerin.

Empty containers that once held acute
hazardous waste are Oxempt from the
hazardous waste rules if one of these three.
conditions has been met:

1. the con~,~or inner liner has been
trip1e~riiised* using a solvent thatis able
to remove remaining residue; OR

2. the container or inner linerhas been )
cleaned by another equally effective and
approved method; OR .

3. the inner liner that was in cOntact with
the acute hazardous material has1,een
removed from the containet**

Triple.-rinse means to flush the containOr
• three times, each time using a volume of
solvent equal to approximately ten percent of
the container’s capacity. Collect the rinse
material and use as product, or manage it as a

• hazardous waste.

**Manage these innerliners as hazardous
waste.

Containers that held Pesticides
Empty pesticide containers are subject to
Minnesota Department ofAgriculture
regulations. These containers must be tripled
rinsed* (see above) prior to disposal or

Thisfact sheet is intended
forgenerators of
hazardous waste that
need to safely dispose of
empty containers.

Inside
Environmental

Concerns 1
Waste Prevention 1
Nonhazardous Waste

Containers 1
Acute Hazardous

Waste Containers.. 1
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Compressed Gas

Containers 2
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Preparing for
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More Information. 2
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Metropolitan Council Environmental Services
Industrial Waste Section
230 East Fifth Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101-1633

For MCES Use Only
Permit No:
Staff:
Received: OT 1 2 3 4

Industrial Waste Discharge Report
Report due at the MCES office by the 30th of the month following the end of the reporting period.

1. Company Name:
2. Location Address:

5601 East River Road
Fridley, MN 55432

Tiro Industries, LLC
— Mailing Address:

5601 East River Road
Fridley, MN 55432

3. Reporting Period covered by this report:

4. Total days of operation during this reporting period.
5. Average number of employees during this reporting period.
6. Number of working hours during a normal operating day:
7. Volume determinations for this reporting period.

A. Incoming water supply:
Determination method

• A. D Jan-Mar, 20_
B. 1~ Jan-Jun, 20 ..~

C. D Jan-Dee, 20_

U Apr-Jun. 20_ U
U Jul-Dee, 20_.

U Oct-Dee, 20_Jul-Sep. 20...._.

128
366

24

Volume in gallons

B.

C.

City water supply 14,299,000 Meter Readings
Private well(s) 0 -NA
Other 111,600 Containment Dike
Total 14,410,6IXJ Meter Readings and Measuremen S

Water ~ discharged to sanitary sewer:
V Volume in gallons Determination method
To storm sewer 0 NA V

To receiving water 0 NA
Lawnsprinkling 292,100 Meter Readings

V Usedinproduct 1,973,388 Batch Records

Lostto evaporation 227,100 Meter Readings @~0.75
Other NA

Total 2,492,588 Meter Readings

Wastewater discharged to sanitary sewer:
Volume in gallons Determination method

Cooling water 75.700 Meter Readings @ 0.25
Domestic waste 936;960 366 Employees X 128 Days X 20 C
Industrialwaste iO;905,352 Industrial Waste Equation
Other o NA V

Total 11,918,012 Total A__ Total B

lions



_________mglL_________mg/L_________mgfL_________mglL________mg/L

8. Date(s)ltime frame of representative sample collections: May 1—2, 2003

9. Describe type and location of each monitoring point: Manhold in South Parking Lot

10. Monitoring point(s) represent: U total facility ~other Main Sewer Line for Industrial and )
13.ome,stic Waste11. Volume (in gallons) discharged to the sanitary sewer dunng sampling time frame:

Atmonitoringpoint(s) 54.195 + 1.000 (N.~Meter)tQtalfadiity 55,195

12. Volumes in question 11 determined by: Flow Sampler ~Meter Readings

13. Method of sample collection: Dmanuaiiy ~automatically

Describe 15 Minute.Intervals for 24—Hours

14. Method of sample compositing: ~manually Q automatically

Describe Flow Proportional Based Upon Bonny Flows

15. Sample collected by: Q permittee ~ other, name SampleTech Environmental

16. Sample compositedby: U permittee ~ other, name Braun Interteci

17. Sample analyzed by: D permittee ~ other, name Braun Intertec

18. Analytical results: Report wastewater parameter concentrations determined at the monitoring point(s). A total
facility value shall also be shown for each required parameter. Submit all laboratory data sheets and calculations.
Permittees subject to EPA Categorical Pretreatment Standards shall also complete and attach an EPA Categorical
Compliance Report.

Parameter Monitoring Point(s) Total Facility For MCES Use Only

PH 8.0 units

Total Suspended Solids 240 ~ 0 mgfL

Chemical Oxygen Demand 3,900.0 mg/L

Grease & Oil mg/L

Cadmium

Chromium

Copper mgfi~

Lead mg/L

Mercury mg/L

Nickel mgfL

Zinc mg/L

Cyanide, Total mg/i~

Other mg/L

___________units_________mg/L_________mglL_________mg/L_________mgfL_________mg/L_________mg/L________mg!L

)

19. Is the information contained in this report representative of the wastewater normally discharged from this facility
during this reporting period? [~ Yes Q No IfNo, attach an explanation.

20. Were these results obtained using EPA approved methods for sample collection, preservation, and
analysis? D~J Yes U No IfNo, attach an explanation.

21. Are the laboratory data sheets from ~ sampling events submitted with this report?
121 Yes U No IfNo, attach an explanation.

Report submitted by: (Note: Incomplete reports will~ be accepted)

Name (print) Brian L. Haugstacl Date 07—11—03

Title Re ulatory Affairs Manager Phone 763—572—2818

Signature ______________________________ Fax ~5722950

E-mail Address bhaugstad@tirollc. corn iwdr2000.doc 7/99



Appendix 5: Calculations

S.A.C. Fees

Avg. Number Gal/Day * 1 S.A.C. Unit*Day/274 Gal * $1275/S.A.C. Unit = Amount Charged

Example: Amount saved for a 4000 gal/day reduction

4000 gal/day * 1 SAC unitJ274 gal/day * $1275/SAC unit $18,613.14 in savings

Water Costs

Cost/gal * gallons used = Cost of the water

Example: 100 gallons of water used in a day

100 gal/day * $0.0035/gal = $0.35/day

Cost of Fuel to Produce Hot Water

Amount * AT * lBtuI(°F*lb) * 1/Efficiency *105 Btu/Therm * Cost/Therm = Hot Water Cost

Example: 100 gallons of water heated in a day

100 gal * (160-55)°F * lBtu/(°F*lb) * 1/0.45 * ~ Btu/Therm * $0.7/Therm $1.36/day

Total Hot Water Costs

Water Cost + Cost to Heat the Water = Total Costs

Example: 100 gallons of hot water used in a day

$0.35/day+ $1.36/day= $1.71/day

*assuming 275 work days:

$1.71/day * 275 days/yr = $470.25 annually

Label Removal

Avg. Drums/Day * Working Days/Year * Time/Drum * Wages/Hour = Wages Lost Annually

Example: The removal of labels from drums

50 drums/day * 275 day/yr * 5.54 mm/drum * $13.1 1/hr * 1 hr/60 mm = $16,649.24 annually

‘I



Flow Rates

Weight Collected/Time it Took * Density = Flow Rate

Example: Pail Cleaning Nozzle

5.7 kg * 1/4.2 s * 0.2642 gal/i kg * 60 s/i mm = 21.67 gal/mm

Drum & Pail Cleaning Time Reduction

Containers Cleaned/Day * Flow Rate * (Difference in Times) Water Saved

Example: Limit Pail Cleaning to 1 minute

118 pails/day * 5 gal/mm * (2.13 — 1) mm/pail = 667 gal/day

Drum & Pail Cleaning Nozzle Savings

Containers Cleaned/Day * Time/Container * (Difference in Flow Rates) = Water Saved

Example: Change to the Keg Washing Nozzle

118 pails/day * 2.13 mm/pail * (13.5 — 5) gal/mm 2136 gal/day

Tank Washing Calculations

Number ofTanks Cleaned * Flow Rate * Reduction in Time Spent Per Tank = Water Saved

Example: Reduction for a typical day at Tiro

25 tanks/day * 7 gal/mm * 5 mm/tank = 875 gal/day

Tank Cooling Calculations

Number ofTanks Cooled * Flow Rate * Time Spent Per Tank = Water Saved

Example: Cooling Estimated in a day at Tiro Industries

25 tanks/day ~ 7 gal/mm * 10 mm/tank = 1750 gal/day

)


